This paper proposes a mashup framework for creating flexible mashup applications in which the user can selectively browse through mashup items. Our framework provides a data management engine for on-demand data generation, and GUI components called widgets that can be used to browse through mashed-up data selectively. The application developer has to only prepare a mashup relation specifying the web service combinations and widget configurations specifying how to display the mashed-up data. On the basis of these configurations, widgets monitor user interactions and requests data from the data management engine that processes the demand-driven creation of mashedup data. To enable selective browsing, a table widget, for instance, allows selection of columns to be displayed, provides a limited view with scroll bars, and filtering facilities. Our framework also offers a mechanism for widget coordination where a widget can change the display target according to states or events of other widgets. We introduce a sample application for tour planning using five cooperative widgets, and discuss the usability and performance advantages of our framework.
INTRODUCTION
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. In recent years, a considerable amount of information has been disseminated by web services. Mashup technology allows us to combine different types of information in order to provide a new integrated service. For example, geolocation information can be used to combine real estate services, yellow page services, transit information services, photo storage services, etc., and URLs can be used to link web pages to reputation services or blog entries. Many mashup tools that allow the user to create mashups easily have been either proposed or developed.
This paper proposes a mashup framework for creating flexible mashup application in which the user can selectively browse through mashup items. Our framework provides GUI components called widgets that can be used to browse through mashed-up data selectively according to the user's interests, while the system processes mashups in a demanddriven manner.
Application Image
This section introduces a sample application of our mashup framework, and illustrates selective browsing of mashed-up data. Figure 1 shows a screenshot of an application that accepts user keywords and displays information about real estate auctions using mashups. The table on the left retrieves a list of real estate properties. The application can prepare various criteria for selection by combining a basic real estate auction service (e.g. eBay [2] ) with other web services. For example, by combining with Yahoo! Local web service [12] , the application can prepare the distance to the nearest store belonging to the specified category by the user, for example, a grocery store. The user can select their favorite criteria to be displayed on columns from various criteria prepared by the application. The user can dynamically configure the visibility of columns through the pop-up panel that appears when the header is clicked.
When the application retrieves a large number of real estate properties, the table widget displays the data in rows along with a scroll bar. The underlying system first executes mashup operations required to display rows in the initial view and then incrementally creates data as the user scrolls down the table. Web services that may often produce many results adopt paginated queries in order to return results in multiple pages, and our system fetches paginated results in
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The table on the right is used to display information about stores located near the real estate property that is selected from the table on the left. When the user clicks the corresponding row to select the property, the underlying system starts creating data that will be displayed in the table on the right.
When some user inputs are changed (e.g. category of nearby stores that is to be searched), the system discards only the data area that should be updated and reconstructs mashed-up data to display the updated values (e.g. "shortest distance" columns of the table on the left or the entire right table).
Contributions
In order to enable selective browsing of mashed-up data and create data in a demand-driven manner, our framework provides a data management engine and a widget library. The application developer has to only prepare mashup and widget configurations wherein the developer specifies how to combine web services and how to display mashed-up data on widgets. Depending on the configurations, widgets monitor user interactions and request mashed-up data from the engine that processes demand-driven data creation with treating asynchronous calls of web services or dependencies among the data. Our framework also introduces mechanisms for coordinating widgets, where a widget can change the display target according to states or events of other widgets.
In this paper, we prepare a sample application for tour planning that can be used to search for hotels, restaurants, and attractions through five cooperative widgets. Our case study shows that there are situations in which a search result can bring about a changes in a user's major criteria for the subsequent searches, and interactive customizations of widgets, such as selections of visible columns and settings of filter conditions, are useful in the situations. Another situation shows that mashed-up data can help us to carry out a focused search of probable candidates and reduces the number of detailed checks for candidates.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes related work. Section 3 describes the models of mashed-up data structures and widgets using the application shown in section 1.1. Using the application for tour planning, section 4 discusses the usability and performance advantages of our framework, and section 5 concludes this paper.
RELATED STUDIES

Building Mashups as a Web Service or a Web Application
This section summarizes mashup creation tools. Yahoo! pipes [13] and Popfly [8] provide GUI environments in order to create a mashup easily and exhibit the mashup as a web service or a web application, respectively.
A person who uses Yahoo! pipes structures a connection graph of operators and the system processes data along the graph edges. In addition, Yahoo! pipes provides rich operations such as the location extractor, which analyzes texts and extracts sufficient geolocation for each article. Yahoo! pipes is primarily used to integrate data into an RSS feed that generally has a fixed form.
Popfly provides a GUI environment similar to Yahoo! pipes wherein the user connects operators called Blocks to create mashups. The user can allocate UI Blocks to display mashed-up data, and some UI Blocks provide impressive visualization options (e.g. screens to display photo collections in the form of a rotating carousel).
These tools can treat web services that return paginated results in two ways: firstly, the tools can create a different page for each paginated result and secondly, tools can comprehensively gather data from the paginated results and create mashups for the data. Filtering can be achieved by allocating filtering operators in the graph of operator connections, and the conditions for filtering can be set by using the input data.
Creating Mashups Interactively
Marmite [9, 10] and Mash Maker [5, 4, 3] allow the end user to create mashups interactively with browsing mashedup results.
Marmite presents mashed-up data in a spread sheet style, where the user creates mashups by stepwise addition of new
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columns. For web services with paginated results, the user can retrieve each result by specifying its URL and treat the results as unified data. The user can filter rows by using the values of the specified columns. Marmite provides map views to display place information, and also provides a function for exporting mashed-up data to text files and databases. Mash Maker allows end users to create mashups incrementally by applying mashup fragments called widgets to the web page being browsed. For example, when a user is browsing through a page that contains a list of houses available on rent, with each entry in the list containing a hyperlink to the de detailed webpage, Mash Maker can provide a widget that retrieves the detailed page and extracts address information. It can also suggest major widgets applicable to the page. After obtaining address information, the user can apply another widget that searches for facilities near the locations. The user can pin the created mashup for the current page type, and the mashup will be applied to the same type of pages. Paginated results of web applications are categorized into the same page type.
Skilled users can create widgets, and share them with other users. Mash Maker provides a programming environment for creating widgets. It uses a structured tree to represent mashed-up data, and provides a functional programming model, the Mash Maker language [4] . The programmer can write programs that invoke a sequence of web services in order to attach results to the tree. As Mash Maker provides a mechanism that automatically propagates data changes in the tree on the basis of data dependency given by widgets, the programmer can define widgets without complicated coding for continuations of asynchronous web service calls or effects of data changes.
Tools for Developing Web Application
This subsection introduces some programming environments that provide libraries for creating web application or utilizing mashups.
Google Mashup Editor [7] allows the developer to use enhanced HTML tags for simple mashup operations with other standard technologies such as HTML, XML, CSS, and JavaScript. Using these tags, the developer can retrieve RSS feeds, execute loop operations, and display the result in HTML texts. For more complicated mashups, the programmer can write JavaScript programs.
Flex [1] is an environment that facilitates creation of Flash applications. The developer defines user interface designs in an XML format called MXML and describes the operation logic using ActionScript wherein web service can be invoked through easy descriptions. Flex is not a mashup tool, but many components or libraries are provided to utilize mashups (e.g. mashup with Google Maps [6] ).
OUR FRAMEWORK
This section describes our framework model. The developer writes the configuration for combining multiple web services and displaying mashed-up data. As shown in Figure  2 , the framework consists of a data management engine and a widgets library. Each widget manages user interactions and requests data to be displayed, while the data management engine creates data, invoking necessary web services on-demand. The current system uses only web services that adopt HTTP GET interfaces and return XML documents as results. 
Mashup Tree
Our framework uses a tree data structure called a mashup tree to represent mashed-up data, as shown in Figure 3 . Our system creates nodes in a demand-driven manner 1 on the basis of tree construction rules set by the application developer. The system provides the following four types of operations: input operations (input, pointillist), web service calls (request), extractions of XML documents/elements (extract, extractList), and user-defined operations (operation). This figure represents a mashup tree for the example mentioned in section 1.1. The keyword node receives user inputs, and the eBayAuction node represents a web service call using the input and holds the return value (an XML document) as its node value. realEstate nodes are constructed through the extractList operation: the operation receives the XML document from the eBayAuction node and searches all XML sub-elements with specified tag names to build a list of realEstate nodes, where each element represents an XML element for each real-estate property, and child nodes of the element node represent operations or val- The application developer writes rules for tree construction in XML formats 2 . Figure 4 shows a sample definition, where each rule (called node class or class) is represented by an XML element with its corresponding tag name. In order to obtain values used for node creation, node classes can access source nodes to get their values. These references to the source nodes are specified at the src attribute of the constructor class by using the relative path 3 between node classes. The parent-child relationship between classes is maintained between constructed nodes. As an extractList class creates a node list, child classes of the extractList class (lines 10-39) are applied to all element nodes of the list.
Lastly, we take a look at some features of node classes. Request classes have functions for treating paginated results of a web service as concatenated XML documents. The developer can also use periodic web service invocation. While standard input nodes can hold a single value, an inputList node can hold a list of records, and its value can be treated similarly to an XML document.
Widget
To build a widget configuration, the developer has to specify how to display mashed-up data. Figure 5 shows a sample configuration, and lines 9-18 show the configuration of the table on the left in Figure 1 . Each row of the table corresponds to a realEstate node of the mashup tree (lines 9 and 10), and the values of child nodes (title, price, etc.) are shown in columns (lines 11-17) . On the basis of the configuration, the table widget manages user interactions such as paging/scrolling, switching of columns, and filter setting, and requests the required node values from the data management engine.
In addition, our system supports dynamic coordination of widgets. In the example shown in Figure 1 , clicking on the table on the left changes the display target of the table on the right. To achieve coordinations in which widgets change their display targets according to the states of other widgets, we introduce properties into widgets that can be monitored by other widgets. The table widget has a selected property that denotes the corresponding node of the selected row. Lines 21-23 show that the table on the right monitors the property of the left hand table (realEstateTable). When there is a change in the property, the monitoring table treats the newly selected node and its descendant nodes as display targets. These properties are basically maintained by the system and modifications of the values are automatically notified to the monitoring widgets. Our system also introduces a mechanism of a user defined event handler, which will be explained in section 4.1.
On-Demand Mashup
When a table widget has many rows with a scroll bar or has columns that are turned off, it is sufficient for the widget to request the value of nodes that should be displayed. When a filter setting is applied to the table, it first requests the condition values of rows and then requests values for other columns by skipping filtered rows, until rows that meet conditions fulfill the current view.
The data management engine returns node values according to requests from widgets. If a node has not been created yet, the engine creates a node after obtaining argument values from the source nodes. When some source nodes are not created, the engine processes the creation of nodes recursively.
In demand-driven mashups, the engine has to manage asynchronous web service requests. When node creation requires web service requests, the engine returns special values to the widgets immediately after invoking asynchronous web service requests. When the engine receives the return values of the requests, it notices the widgets to request node values again and redraw their view.
The engine has a mechanism for partial data re-construction that allows it to handle data modifications/updates of user inputs. When an input/inputList node value changes, the engine discards nodes that can be traversed from the input node through data dependency paths (represented by arrows in Figure 3 ) and prompts the widgets to request new values required for current views.
Lastly, our framework does not allow widget to hold direct references to nodes as first class values. To specify the display target and its contained nodes, the widget indicates a base node and the relative paths from the node, and the base node is set to the root node or the node that is ref-erenced through the property value of a widget. This is to avoid a dangling reference to nodes that no longer belong to the mashup tree.
CASE STUDY
This section describes a sample application for tour planning, explains how to build applications of this type using our framework (section 4.1), and discusses the usability and performance of our framework via the application (section 4.2). Figure 6 shows a screenshot of the application. This application uses four widgets for inputs, three table widgets, one attribute table widget, and one map widget. The user first searches places to visit in the "searching table" by specifying addresses, keywords, and target categories (such as tourist attractions, hotels, and restaurants). Initially the table shows the major criteria for the selected category; however, the user can add extra criteria depending on her/his interests. When she/he finds an interesting place, she/he can click the button on the corresponding row to register the place in the "planning table". In this table, the user can change the order of places to visit or add mashed-up criteria used to select preferred place to visit or decide the order.
The user can select a place by clicking a row in the searching or planning table, and check detailed information about the place using the "detail panel" or see the list of facilities around the place using the "neighboring facility table" by specifying a category such as restaurants or parking. The central map plots the places/facilities in the searching and planning tables to show their locations.
Building the Application
This section explains the structure of the mashup tree and widget configurations. Figure 7 shows a mashup tree of the application. The left half of the tree treats search activities carried out on the searching table, where each place node represents a search result. The right half of the tree treats places of interest in the planning table and their information. inputList iPlaces contains basic information and the category of places of interest, basic information is obtained using the place node values. Each place and iPlace contains information to be displayed in the columns of the searching table and the planning table, respectively. These nodes also prepare child nodes corresponding to the information shown in the detail panel or the neighboring facility tables. It should be noted that our system does not create these nodes until the user requests to access the node values through widgets.
Further, we consider the manner in which the mashup tree is to be displayed using widgets. Figure 8 shows the configuration of this application. The application has four input widgets corresponding to place, keyword, category and nearbyCategory, and these widgets set input values of the corresponding input nodes in the mashup tree.
According to the specified category, the searching table switches the initial setting of the columns to be displayed. To switch the initial setting, we use a switchPanel widget (lines 15-49) that can contain multiple widgets and display one of them depending on the conditions. In this case, switchPanel monitors the value property of the input widget for category, and switches to the table widget customized for the category. The property values of switchPanel are maintained such that they are the same as those of the widget currently being displayed.
The searching table has buttons for registering a place to visit in the planning table. The table widget can display columns that have a button on each cell, and lines 30-42 shows a sample use. The definition of lines 31-41 implies that the button has a click event listener that invokes the addItem method of the iPlaces node with parameter values. The place parameter is set to the value of the target place node, and the category parameter is set to the property value of the category widget. These event listeners can use node values of the mashup tree, and the corresponding buttons are clickable only after all the parameters have been created.
In addition event listeners are used to switch the display target of the detail panel. In order to handle the latest selection event in the searching table or the planning table, we prepare event listeners for both tables (lines 17-24 and 62-67). The detail panel uses switchPanel, which changes the condition property according to the event listeners. In addition, the detail panel switches its display target depending on the category of the selected place; nested switchPanels are used for this purpose (lines 86-118). For the neighboring facility table, the switchPanel monitors the selected property of the detail panel in order to obtain the latest selection of places.
The map widget wraps Google Maps API [6] and plots the places in the searching and planning tables to show their locations. The widget plots two series of markers (lines 54-55 and 56-57) for the searching table and the planning table, and each series of markers monitors the onView property of the corresponding table.
Using the Application
This section first introduces a probable scenario for using the application, and then discusses the effect of selective browsing of mashed-up data.
Alice is planning to attend an academic conference to be held in Manhattan to demonstrate digital gadgets, and wants to visit tourist attractions on the day after the conference. Alice wants to stay in an inexpensive hotel with a good view, and avoid walking long distances, carrying heavy baggage that contains many digital gadgets required for the demonstration. In this application, Alice can turn on the columns that show room rates and photos given by Flickr [11] , and search hotels within walking distances from the conference hall.
Unfortunately, Alice browses the first few pages that list the hotels in order of distance, and finds that hotels within walking distance from the hall do not appeal to her. Then, she decides to take a bus or train to reach the conference hall and searches hotels in Manhattan by filtering the time taken for walking during the transit. The above example shows a situation where the user changes criteria after viewing some search results. Such a situation occurs often. For example, if there were many good hotels within walking distance, Alice can use other criteria such as the amenities provided by the hotels. The application allows users to add columns for new criteria or apply filters dynamically after viewing some search results.
After selecting a hotel, Alice starts planning for the second day. As Alice is interested in visiting museums, churches and other famous attractions, she searches attractions by changing the categories, and chooses some places to visit.
Figure 6: Screenshot of Sample Application for Tour Planning
To visit these places efficiently, she finds their locations on the center map, decides the order of visiting the places, and sets the schedule. Further, Alice wants to search for restaurants around the Statue of Liberty area, which she will visit around lunch time in her plan; however, she finds few restaurants there.
Then, Alice tried to choose a place to have a lunch from other places in the planning table. As Alice is interested in having lunch at a good-quality restaurant, she adds columns that show the number of well-reputed restaurants near each place, and selects the places having many well-reputed restaurants to see the restaurants in the neighboring facility table. In this example, she first gathers rough information for each place, and narrows down the places to be inspected in detail. This kind of searching style will reduce the user's checking cost.
Evaluation of Selective Browsing. Using the functions for selective browsing, the application avoids needless mashups as follows.
In this application, Alice browses hotels by scrolling through the viewing area of the searching table. In this application, as the hotels are listed in the order of distance from the conference hall, when she does not finds a hotel within the walking distance, she does not browse the remainder of the results any further, and the system avoids needless mashups for the information in that part of the results. For example, if the conference is held in Columbia University, Alice has to check only the initial 7 hotels 4 within 1 km from the university.
Alice filters hotels by walking time and the application avoids mashups for the Flickr column and the room rate column. Table 4 .2 shows the average size of the result message for each web service and the average size occupied by each search item. Each of the filtered rows requires 4.1 KB of data for retrieving basic information of the hotel and the walking time and avoids retrieving 8.0 KB of data for room rates and Flickr services (excluding the retrieval of photos).
For selecting columns on display, Alice compares the places of interest in the planning table by turning on the column that shows the number of well-reputed restaurants in the neighborhood. This criterion comes not from the attributes of the place but from the attributes of related factors. This kind of information may be helpful, but the number of attributes will increase. Even if the application prepares many criteria, our system avoids creation of data that is not requested by the user.
Comparison with other Mashup Tools. We now compare our framework with Popfly and Mash Maker, which offer higher interactivity for each group of our mashup tool classification shown in Section 2.
For the treatments of web services that return paginated results, Popfly and Mash Maker can create a different page for each paginated result, and the user can visit only pages in 4 This application returns only visiting places that are rated 4 and above which she/he is interested and avoid needless mashups. On the other hand, the user can not compare paginated results in the same view (e.g. the map of this application), and the systems do not share common mashed-up data among multiple pages.
These tools can collect all the paginated results and treat them as united data. However, if we want to avoid needless mashups on these tools, we have to rely on end users to manage the progress of mashed-up data creation. Popfly and Mash Maker could create special GUI components that can be used to request the next paginated result of web services and mashup operations for the result. However, such levels of coordination between GUI and web service invocation is not common for these tools.
Popfly and Mash Maker provide GUI components with filtering functions for browsing through created data, but can not avoid needless mashups. To avoid needless mashups, we have to filter items before applying mashups, and Popfly and Mash Maker have to pre-locate filters in the mashup definitions. However, the user often wants to set filter conditions after browsing some search results, and these tools require re-definition of mashups in order to avoid needless data creations. In contrast, when the user changes the filter condition of our widgets, these widgets dynamically change the evaluation order of the display target, and can avoid needless mashup in subsequest browsing attempts.
Popfly and Mash Maker do not provide functions for memorizing user inputs. Memorization is useful in order to connect the items found from different search results. For example, by using inputList for memorization, our application allows the user to choose places to be visited from different search results and to compare these choices in the planning table with mashed-up data.
CONCLUSION
We have proposed an application framework that enables selective browsing of mashed-up data while creating data in a demand-driven manner. The framework consists of a data management engine and a widget library that can be used for selectively browsing through mashed-up data. In the case of table widgets, the user can select visible columns and apply filters according to her/his interests by scrolling through rows, and our system creates only the data that needs to be displayed. Our framework also provides a widget coordination mechanism in which a widget can change the display target according to states or events of other widgets. Our case study shows that there are situations in which a search result brings about a change in the major criteria for subsequent searches or the mashed up data can help in finding probable candidates that should be checked in detail. 
